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FIFTY YEARS AFTER THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS:
TIME TO STOP BLUFFING AT NUCLEAR POKER

BY MARTIN HELLMAN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fifty years ago, the Cuban Missile Crisis had us teetering precariously on the edge of the nuclear abyss. Could it happen again today? Most think not – if they think about it at all. This paper shows that society’s complacency is ill-founded, and that we are still bluffing in a deadly game of nuclear poker. We run an unacceptably high risk of our bluff again being called and finding ourselves, once more, teetering on the brink of the abyss.

This paper’s first section, “Risks During the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis,” highlights eleven little-known events which demonstrate that 1962 was a significantly more dangerous year than generally realized.

Examples include:

- During the crisis, American destroyers unknowingly attacked Soviet submarines armed with nuclear torpedoes.
- American decision makers who wanted to invade Cuba did not know that the Soviets had deployed battlefield nuclear weapons for repelling an invasion.
- In March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended sinking an American ship in Guantanamo Bay and blaming Fidel Castro to create public support for an American invasion of Cuba.

The paper’s next section, “Current Risks and Actions for Reducing Them,” identifies eleven current events with the potential to produce a comparable crisis today and provides suggestions for reducing each such risk. Because this paper is written for an American audience, the ameliorative steps are all actions on which we can take the lead. Here are four examples, with more detailed explanations given in that section:

- Warning times have shrunk to virtually zero. Recommendation: Take our missiles off hair-trigger alert, and de-emphasize the role that first use of nuclear weapons currently plays in our war-fighting plans.
- Nuclear terrorism has added a dangerous new dimension. Recommendation: Reduce the number of nuclear weapons and the amount of fissile material that is vulnerable to theft by terrorists.
- American conventional military superiority causes Russian war-fighting plans to rely on the early use of nuclear weapons. Recommendation: Recognize that any war with Russia runs an unacceptable risk of going nuclear, and start acting accordingly.
- Actions taken by Congress and some of our NATO allies reinforce Russian fears that our missile defense system is aimed at them. Recommendation: Ensure that our actions are consistent with our repeated claims that Russia is not the target.

Even though terrorists, North Korea, and Iran dominate American thinking about nuclear threats, for reasons detailed in the section on “Current Risks and Actions for Reducing Them,” this paper places more emphasis on the potential for a modern-day Russian-American crisis, mistake, or accident. One reason for that emphasis is that Russia and America possess 95% of the world’s nuclear weapons, creating unique potential for destroying civilization.
The End Notes and References section at the end of this paper back up some otherwise hard-to-believe facts presented here – for example, that the Joint Chiefs recommended sinking an American ship and blaming Cuba, or that President Kennedy was taking massive doses of amphetamines that might have impaired his judgment. Web links in that section are “clickable” in this paper’s PDF at www.wagingpeace.org/nuclear-poker.

Kennedy and Khrushchev created the conditions for the 1962 Cuban crisis by bluffing at nuclear poker. In today’s less polarized world, the cards may be dealt less frequently, but if we keep playing this risky game, it is only a matter of time before a crisis arises, neither side is willing to fold, the bluffs are called, and civilization is destroyed.

Each individual risk may be small, but taken together over an extended period of time, the risk becomes unacceptably high. Even if nuclear deterrence could be expected to work for 500 years before we destroy ourselves, a child born today would have roughly one chance in six of being killed by a nuclear weapon over his or her 80-year expected lifetime – equivalent to playing Russian roulette with a six-chambered revolver pointed at the child’s head.

If we continue to bluff at nuclear poker, we automatically subject each new generation to a round of nuclear roulette. After fifty years, it is high time we stopped playing those deadly games and started creating true national security.
RISKS DURING THE 1962 CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS

The Cuban Missile Crisis is generally considered to have started on Tuesday, October 16, 1962, when President Kennedy was informed that U-2 photos showed Soviet missiles being installed in Cuba, and to have ended on Sunday, October 28, 1962, when Khrushchev agreed to remove those missiles. However, as will be shown below, considerable, needless risk persisted for months afterward, and is still present today.

**American destroyers unknowingly attacked Soviet submarines armed with nuclear torpedoes.** On October 27, at the height of the crisis, American destroyers intercepted a Soviet submarine near the quarantine line and forced it to surface by dropping depth charges. Only forty years later did we learn that the sub carried a nuclear torpedo. According to a crew member, the captain gave orders for it to be armed and declared, “We’re going to blast them now! We will die, but we will sink them all – we will not disgrace our Navy!” Fortunately, the captain was dissuaded from taking that action.\(^1\)

**American decision makers who favored invading Cuba did not know that the Soviets had deployed battlefield nuclear weapons.** While President Kennedy eventually decided on a naval blockade, he and almost all the other American decision makers initially favored airstrikes to destroy the missiles, likely to be followed by an invasion to solve the problem once and for all.\(^2\) The Joint Chiefs of Staff wanted to invade even after Khrushchev had backed down, because they did not trust the Soviet promise to remove the missiles.\(^3\) None of those counseling an invasion – indeed, none of the American decision makers – knew that the Soviets had placed battlefield nuclear weapons on Cuban soil to deter, and if need be repel, such an assault.\(^4\)

**The man who commanded the Strategic Air Command during the crisis was described by an immediate subordinate as “not stable.”** General Horace Wade who commanded SAC’s 8th Air Force described his commander, General Thomas Power, as “mean … cruel … unforgiving … I used to worry that General Power was not stable … [and] had control over so many weapons and weapon systems and could, under certain circumstances, launch the force.” Not surprisingly, General Wade gave this assessment after General Power had died.\(^5\)

**At the height of the crisis, an American U-2 strayed into Soviet airspace, creating a risk that nuclear air-to-air missiles would be used.** On October 27, a U-2, on an intelligence mission over the Arctic, became lost and accidentally flew into Soviet airspace. MiG fighters were scrambled to shoot it down, while F-102 interceptors from Alaska were sent to escort it home. Due to the crisis, the F-102s’ conventional air-to-air missiles had been replaced with nuclear warheads. As noted by Stanford Professor Scott Sagan, “the only nuclear weapons control mechanism remaining was the discipline of the individual pilots in the single seat interceptors. The critical decision about whether to use a nuclear weapon was now effectively in the hands of a pilot flying over Alaska.” Fortunately, the MiGs never reached the U-2.

**President Kennedy often took massive doses of amphetamines.** We have been concerned about Russian leaders having their fingers on the button while under the influence, but the problem is far more general and included President Kennedy. Along with a number of other celebrities, JFK received massive doses of amphetamines from Dr. Max Jacobson, known to his clients as “Miracle Max” and “Dr. Feelgood” for the effect of his treatments.\(^6\) Possible side effects of amphetamine use include euphoria, anxiety, aggression, grandiosity, and paranoia. In chronic or high doses, such as Kennedy received, amphetamine psychosis is also possible. In 1969, a Jacobson patient died of “acute and chronic intravenous amphetamine poisoning,” according to the medical examiner. Jacobson’s medical license was revoked in 1975.\(^8\) A new medical doctor brought in to treat the president, was aghast at the amphetamine treatments and reportedly warned Kennedy two months after the crisis, “that if I ever heard he took
another shot, I’d make sure it was known. No President with his finger on the red button has any business taking stuff like that.”

The United States gave numerous indications that it intended to invade Cuba, pushing Castro to desperate measures. The goal of a two-week-long American military exercise involving tens of thousands of military personnel, which started the day before the crisis erupted, was to execute an amphibious assault on a Puerto Rican island whose fictitious dictator was named “Ortsae” – “Castro” spelled backwards. In the months before the missiles were discovered, congressmen, senators and the American media excoriated Kennedy for allowing the conventional Soviet military buildup in Cuba, many demanding an invasion. The September 21 cover story in TIME magazine argued, “The only possibility that promises a quick end to Castro … is a direct U.S. invasion of Cuba.” This convinced Castro that his regime and life were about to be ended. Knowing of the Soviet battlefield nuclear weapons on Cuba, he also believed that an all-out nuclear war would follow. He therefore pleaded with Khrushchev to launch the nuclear-armed Cuban missiles in a preemptive strike on the American mainland, so that the U.S. would suffer as much as possible.

To create support for an invasion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) suggested blowing up an American ship in Guantanamo Bay and blaming Cuba. Seven months before the crisis started, the JCS sent Defense Secretary Robert McNamara a list of proposals known as Operation Northwoods, outlining ways to generate American public support for an invasion of Cuba. Two suggestions read: “We could blow up a U.S. ship in Guantanamo Bay and blame Cuba. … We could foster attempts on lives of Cuban refugees in the United States even to the extent of wounding [them].” On the first day of the crisis, at a meeting of President Kennedy and his key advisors, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy similarly suggested: “We should also think of whether there is some other way we can get involved in this through Guantanamo Bay … you know, sink the Maine again or something.” RFK had made similar proposals at least twice before, on April 19, 1961, and August 21, 1962.

President Kennedy took actions that added significant risk for months after the crisis had ended in the public’s mind. When Khrushchev backed down, Kennedy became emboldened by his success in bluffing at nuclear poker and seized on a wording ambiguity to expand his list of demands far beyond removal of the Soviet missiles, thereby reigniting the crisis out of public view. When a more minor part of the deal fell apart, Kennedy also added risk by questioning whether our pledge not to invade Cuba was still effective, even though that commitment was comparable in importance to the Soviets’ promise to remove their missiles. In fact, CIA-sponsored attacks in Cuba and assassination attempts on Castro’s life continued until at least 1963. American invasion plans peaked on November 15, three weeks after the public thought the crisis had ended.

In the month before the crisis erupted, Kennedy and Khrushchev each drew lines in the sand that later boxed them in. Under pressure from Congress and the press over the Soviet buildup, on September 4, the President warned the Soviets that “the gravest issues would arise” if they introduced “offensive ground-to-ground missiles” into Cuba. On September 11, Moscow drew its own line in the sand when it warned that “one cannot now attack Cuba and expect the aggressor will be free from punishment. If this attack is made, this will be the beginning of the unleashing of war.” When the Cuban missiles were discovered in mid-October and nuclear war seemed imminent, Kennedy noted that it didn’t “matter if you got blown up by a missile based on Cuba or an ICBM flying from the Soviet Union,” and regretted his earlier ultimatum: “Last month I should have said we don’t care.”

Predictions of disaster were ignored. In the spring of 1962, nuclear-armed American missiles became operational in Turkey, putting the idea in Khrushchev’s mind to base similar Soviet weapons in Cuba. A risk of that nature had been foreseen several years earlier by President Eisenhower, when the Turkish deployment was first considered. Minutes of the 1959 meeting quote the President as seeing a parallel to a
possible Soviet deployment in Cuba: “If Mexico or Cuba had been penetrated by the Communists, and then began getting arms and missiles from [the Soviets], we would be bound to look on such developments with the gravest concern and in fact … it would be imperative for us [even] to take ... offensive military action.” In spite of this recognition, Eisenhower set in motion events which led to the missiles being given to Turkey. Related concerns occurred to President Kennedy, but he approved deployment of our Turkish missiles the year before the crisis broke.

During the crisis, Kennedy forgot that we had similar missiles in Turkey. On the first day of the crisis, October 16, JFK expressed shock at Khrushchev’s recklessness in deploying nuclear-armed missiles so close to our shores. Obviously forgetting that he had deployed similar missiles in Turkey, JFK argued, “It’s just as if we suddenly began to put a major number of MRBMs in Turkey. Now that’d be goddamn dangerous.” Kennedy’s National Security Adviser, McGeorge Bundy, was forced to remind him that we had done exactly that. Then, instead of seeing Khrushchev’s move in a new light, Kennedy and his advisers used tortured logic to portray the Soviet’s Cuban missile deployment as fundamentally different from ours in Turkey.

CURRENT RISKS AND ACTIONS FOR REDUCING THEM

Inadequate concern about proliferation is enlarging the “nuclear club.” In 1962, there were four members: the United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and France. Today, five more nations – China, India, Pakistan, Israel, and North Korea – have joined, and Iran may be knocking at the door. Some studies indicate that even a regional nuclear war between India and Pakistan could result in a billion deaths worldwide: The firestorms created as their megacities burned would send dust and smoke into the stratosphere, where it would choke off sunlight, devastate agriculture, and lead to global famine. India’s and Pakistan’s war-fighting plans increase the likelihood that a conventional war between them would escalate to the use of nuclear weapons.

Recommendation: Do not allow lesser considerations to reduce the priority given to nuclear nonproliferation. While nuclear nonproliferation is often said to be a top U.S. priority, history shows that much lesser concerns can trump nuclear nonproliferation. After the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, President Carter’s National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski wrote to the president: “It is essential that Afghanistani resistance continues. This means … alas, a decision that our security policy toward Pakistan cannot be dictated by our nonproliferation policy.” Not many years thereafter Pakistan developed a nuclear weapons capability, and history shows that our support for the mujahideen – many of whom now fight us under the banner of the Taliban or al Qaeda – was not the critical national security concern that Brzezinski believed it to be.

Recommendation: Stop inadvertently giving incentives to would-be nuclear proliferators. North Korea’s and Iran’s nuclear ambitions derive largely from perceived threats to their existence. Reducing such threats would reduce the motivation for proliferation, but we have inadvertently done the opposite. When Libya’s Moammar Gaddafi gave up his nuclear weapons program in December 2003, President Bush promised that this would provide “an open path to better relations with the United States and other free nations,” and expressed his hope “that other leaders will find an example in Libya's announcement.” When the U.S. helped overthrow Gaddafi in 2011, North Korea saw a very different example from what President Bush had hoped for and issued a press release stating: “It was fully exposed before the world that ‘Libya’s nuclear dismantlement’ much touted by the U.S. in the past turned out to be a mode of aggression whereby the latter coaxed the former with such sweet words as ‘guarantee of security’ and ‘improvement of relations’ to disarm itself and then swallowed it up by force.” The press release went on to defend North Korea’s “very valuable deterrent for averting a war.” While there
may be situations where we need to use force even if it encourages nuclear proliferation, that should be a conscious decision – unlike our attack on Libya, where the issue of nuclear proliferation was absent from the debate.

**Nuclear terrorism has added a dangerous new dimension.** Henry Kissinger has estimated that “if the existing nuclear countries cannot develop some restraints among themselves … then I would expect the use of nuclear weapons [by terrorists] in some 10 year period is very possible.” Republican Senator Richard Lugar conducted a survey of 85 national security experts which reached a similarly alarming conclusion. In addition to possibly losing an American city and causing a financial panic, a nuclear terrorist attack runs the risk of being mistaken for a Russian attack, which then could catalyze a full-scale nuclear war. That risk is increased if the terrorists disguise their attack, either in the hope that Russia and America will destroy one another, or because they have an apocalyptic bent.

**Recommendation:** Negotiate large reductions in the number of nuclear weapons that might be stolen by terrorists. The U.S. and Russia currently have thousands of nuclear weapons, making it hard to keep track of them all, and increasing the risk of theft or illicit sale to terrorists. In fact, in 2007, the U.S. Air Force lost six nuclear weapons for over a day, during which time they were not properly guarded. A B-52 was supposed to carry cruise missiles with dummy warheads on a flight from North Dakota to Louisiana, but instead, accidentally was loaded with six nuclear warheads. Each had a destructive force roughly 10 times greater than the Hiroshima bomb. It took 36 hours for the Air Force to become aware of this error and correct it. This might be an acceptable risk if 8,000 warheads were needed to ensure U.S. national security, but a number of former military leaders have argued that deep cuts are both possible and desirable. Most recently, in May 2012, General James Cartwright (U.S. Marines, Retired) chaired a commission whose report recommended that, “the United States over the next ten years reduces its arsenal to a maximum of 900 total nuclear weapons,” almost a 90% reduction from current levels. General Cartwright is well versed in nuclear strategy – from 2004-2007, he commanded the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), the successor to the Strategic Air Command.

There are approximately 1,440,000 kg of HEU (highly enriched uranium) in the world. As little as 25 kg are needed to create a nuclear weapon. While both HEU and plutonium can be used as the fuel for an atomic bomb, HEU is more dangerous because it is much easier to fashion into a bomb. The “gun assembly” used for an HEU weapon is so simple and reliable that the Manhattan Project scientists did not even test it before using it on Hiroshima. In contrast, the more complex plutonium-fueled “implosion” design used on Nagasaki required a test shot in the New Mexico desert before there was adequate confidence it would work. Such problems persist today, with North Korea’s first plutonium-fueled nuclear test being somewhat of a fizzle.

**Recommendation:** Reduce the amount of fissile material that can be stolen by terrorists. While progress is being made on reducing the risk posed by this huge stockpile that can be made into nuclear weapons, efforts should be accelerated and greater concern paid to security. South Africa’s supposedly secure Pelindaba nuclear facility provides a good example of the danger. South Africa secretly developed nuclear weapons during the apartheid era, but dismantled them during the transition to majority rule and stored their HEU fuel at Pelindaba. In 2007, two groups of armed men simultaneously broke into the facility and shot one of the operators who resisted. Even though these attackers did not steal any HEU, this breach of security is a warning sign with implications that should not be ignored. Although plutonium is more difficult to fabricate into a bomb than HEU, the huge stockpiles created by commercial nuclear power reactors warrant greater attention as well.
Russia’s current nuclear arsenal is more than three times larger than during the Cuban crisis. In 1962, the Soviet Union had roughly 3,000 nuclear weapons, whereas today Russia has 10,000. Comparable numbers for the U.S. are 30,000 in 1962 and 8,000 today, so Russia’s bloated arsenal is far from a unique aberration.  

*Recommendation*: Stop pretending that very large nuclear arsenals are needed for deterrence. Even though President Kennedy and his advisers were deterred from attacking the Soviets’ Cuban missiles out of fear that even one might be fired in retaliation and destroy an American city, they sometimes acted as if our numerical superiority made a difference, thereby providing some of the motivation for the massive Soviet arms buildup which followed. Reductions in the numbers of nuclear weapons to more reasonable levels will not occur so long as we pretend that thousands are needed for deterrence. As noted above, former USSTRATCOM Commander General Cartwright (U.S. Marines, Retired) has argued that a 90% reduction in our arsenal would enhance our national security.

Due to American conventional military superiority, Russian war-fighting plans depend heavily on nuclear weapons. Our military spending is about ten times larger than Russia’s, giving us unquestioned conventional military superiority. This causes Russian war-fighting plans to be heavily reliant on the use of nuclear weapons if our nations come into conflict over Georgia or some other hot spot.

*Recommendation*: Recognize that any war with Russia runs an unacceptable risk of going nuclear, and start acting accordingly. We have been called the world’s sole remaining superpower so often that we have come to believe it, even though Russia still can destroy us in under an hour. We therefore neglect Russia’s vital interests at our peril, but have done so a number of times, most notably with respect to NATO expansion and missile defense. We should not let Russia dictate our behavior, but neither can we afford to dismiss its concerns out of hand. Operating on the mistaken assumption that our military power allows us to overrule all Russian objections puts our homeland at needless risk.

Warning times have shrunk to virtually zero. In 1962, most nuclear weapons were carried on bombers which took hours to reach their targets. Today, the primary nuclear delivery vehicles are ICBMs with 30-minute flight times and submarine-launched ballistic missiles which can reach their targets in under 10 minutes. Given how long it takes to detect and verify a launch and then pass the word to military decision makers, who in turn must contact the president, it is questionable whether any warning time remains. Many missiles are therefore on hair-trigger alert.

*Recommendation*: Take our missiles off hair-trigger alert. Many former American political and military leaders have made this recommendation, but it has not yet been implemented. Most recently, in May 2012, a report chaired by former USSTRATCOM commander General James Cartwright (U.S. Marines, Retired) recommended de-alerting our strategic nuclear forces: “By maintaining launch-ready nuclear postures just as they did during the Cold War, the United States and Russia run risks of nuclear mistakes that could have catastrophic consequences.”

*Recommendation*: De-emphasize the role that first use of nuclear weapons plays in our national security strategy. While many Americans believe that our nuclear weapons are intended solely to deter a nuclear attack on our own nation or one of our allies, that is not and never has been our nuclear war-fighting strategy. Our most recent public pronouncement, President Obama’s 2010 Nuclear Posture Review, even held open the possibility of preemptively using our nuclear weapons against Iran, currently a non-nuclear nation. We have repeatedly resisted joining China and India, the only two nations with a stated “no first use” policy. While
legitimate questions have been raised about the strength of such pledges, they remove one level of bluffing at nuclear poker.

Some American politicians needlessly threaten Russia. Last October, on the day after Gaddafi was killed, former presidential candidate, Senator John McCain, warned that “dictators all over the world … even Putin may be a little bit more nervous.”\(^49\) Two months later, when thousands of Muscovites protested Russia’s December election results, McCain again warned Putin in a tweet: “Dear Vlad, the Arab Spring is coming to a neighborhood near you.”\(^50\) When the Russian opposition’s Moscow protests were not violent enough to look like the Arab Spring, Fox News substituted footage of riots in Athens, complete with streets on fire.\(^51\) When caught, Fox dismissed the substitution as an accident. Such events, coupled with presidential candidate Mitt Romney calling Russia “without question our No. 1 geopolitical foe,”\(^52\) increase the risk that Russia might mistake innocent American actions as a prelude to intervention in their internal affairs.

Recommendation: Create greater awareness of needless threats which increase the nuclear risk. Even though our national security requires that we stop needlessly threatening Russia, most Americans have no way of learning of these provocations. I read three newspapers every day, but only learned of McCain’s threats and Fox News’ substitution through the Moscow News and the Russian news agency Ria Novosti. I then checked them out, even joining Twitter to see McCain’s “Dear Vlad” tweet first-hand. We need to demand more balanced coverage from our media.

American misconceptions about Russian elections add fuel to the fire. Fox News’ substitution of Athens’ riots for Moscow’s much tamer election protests was believable to most Americans because our media have given the impression that Putin is an unpopular dictator. While many Russians resent Putin’s authoritarian rule, others see it as a welcome change from the chaos of the Yeltsin years. Independent polls predicted Putin would win last March’s presidential elections with 66% of the vote – a margin of victory unheard of in recent U.S. elections, and close to the actual 64% which he garnered in the election.\(^53\)

Recommendation: Stop applying double standards which increase nuclear risk. There are voting irregularities in Russian elections, but the same has been true for a number of our allies, and even within our own nation. Even if Russia’s voting irregularities were unique, we need to consider to what extent our objections will correct the problem, to what extent they will hinder protestors by tarring them as “foreign agents,” and whether the irregularities threaten our national security.

American misperceptions about a resurgent Russia create needless risk. Most American media coverage of the 2008 Russo-Georgian War gives the impression that Russia is guilty of totally unprovoked aggression,\(^54\) even though an EU commission determined that Georgia bears some of the blame and fired the first shots.\(^55\) Newsweek even ran an article which argued against “appeasing Russia,” and gave “historical reasons why the West should intervene in Georgia.”\(^56\) This call to arms echoed President Bush’s earlier promise to Georgia that “the American people will stand with you.”\(^57\) The risk of Russian and American troops shooting at one another was reduced when Bush did not follow through on that pledge, but his use of military transport planes and warships for sending aid to Georgia\(^58\) incurred some such risk. A second round in that war is possible,\(^59\) and having Obama as president could make it more dangerous since his political opponents – unlike Bush’s in 2008 – would be unlikely to remain quiet in the face of inaction. In September 2008, as a vice presidential candidate, Sarah Palin stated that we would be expected to go to war with Russia if such a rematch occurred.\(^60\) The root causes of that war have not been resolved, increasing the likelihood of a second round.
Recommendation: Stop applying double standards which increase nuclear risk (the same recommendation as for the previous risk). Most Americans see any Russian military intervention as unwarranted, but all of our own as justified. In the case of Afghanistan, this double standard has even been applied to the same country and some of the same adversaries – many of the mujahideen “freedom fighters” we armed in the 1980’s are now our Taliban and al Qaeda enemies. Even if Russia’s military actions were uniquely heinous, we need to consider to what extent our actions will correct the problem, and to what extent they threaten our national security.

Russia is threatened by NATO expansion. In September 1995, when we were considering expanding NATO into Eastern Europe, Russian President Boris Yeltsin warned it would “send the whole of Europe into the flames of war.” Two years later, when Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Poland were joining NATO, the Russian Duma passed a resolution calling this “the most serious threat to our country since 1945.” While the U.S. claims that NATO enlargement should not be seen as threatening by Russia, retired German Vice Admiral Ulrich Weisser has noted that “Poland and the Baltic states use every opportunity to make provocative digs at Russia; they feel themselves protected by NATO and backed by the U.S.”

Recommendation: Make sure that our alliances do not harm our national security. Some alliances enhance our national security, but others can threaten our very existence. We need to carefully weigh those tradeoffs before entering into new treaty obligations, such as following through on President Bush’s and President Obama’s promises to Georgia that it will become a member of NATO. We also need to warn any of our allies who jeopardize our national security by needlessly poking the Russian bear that NATO’s security guarantees do not apply in such cases.

Actions taken by Congress and some of our NATO allies reinforce Russian fears that our missile defense system is aimed at them. We say our missile defense system is directed solely against “rogue nations” such as Iran, and reject as paranoid Russian objections that it threatens their nuclear deterrent. Yet the Eastern European nations that will host parts of the system justify it primarily as protection against Russia. Russia’s (and China’s) fears are exacerbated by articles – including one in the prestigious journal Foreign Affairs – which claim that missile defense will give us the capability to destroy Russia and China while suffering only limited damage ourselves. While such claims are highly questionable, they create fear, and therefore risk. In fact, the dispute over our missile defense plans came close to causing a “Cuban Bomber Crisis” in July 2008, much as our Turkish missile deployment played a key role in Khrushchev’s decision to base Soviet missiles in Cuba in 1962.

On July 21, 2008, Izvestia quoted an anonymous, high-level Russian Air Force official as saying that Russia was considering deploying nuclear-capable bombers on Cuba to offset the threat that it believes our missile defense system poses to its nuclear deterrent. In response, and in a move reminiscent of President Kennedy drawing a line in the sand that he later regretted, Air Force Chief of Staff General Norton Schwartz declared, “We should stand strong and indicate that is something that crosses a threshold, crosses a red line for the United States of America.” Fortunately, the mini-crisis was defused when the Russian Defense Ministry claimed the original story was a false rumor. (Other evidence indicates that the story was valid, and Russian threats involving Cuba may resurface if the conflict over the U.S. missile defense system is not resolved. Basing weapons on Cuba is a way for Russia to “jump over” our European missile defense system.) This incident ended less than two weeks before the outbreak of the August 2008 Russo-Georgian War. If it had overlapped or occurred in the highly charged environment which followed, the risk of a full-blown crisis would have been increased.

Recommendation: Ensure that our actions are consistent with our repeated claims that Russia is not a target. While we have repeatedly rejected Russian objections that our missile
defense system threatens them, Congress limited President Obama’s ability to share data with the Russians to allay such concerns.\(^67\) (Obama used a signing statement to override those limits, but the Russians still saw a message from Congress.) If the system is directed at Russia, then our government needs to publicly admit that, so that the American public can assess the system in that light. And if, as we currently maintain, the system is not aimed at Russia, then we need to make sure our deeds match our words.

Even though terrorism, North Korea, and Iran dominate American thinking about nuclear threats, this section has placed more emphasis on the potential for a modern-day equivalent of the Cuban Missile Crisis for the following reasons:

- Russia and America possess 95% of the world’s nuclear weapons. A Russian-American conflict therefore has unique potential for destroying civilization.
- Unlike in Middle East conflicts, neither nation poses an existential threat to the other, except through their nuclear arsenals. Resolving Russian-American disputes is therefore the low-hanging fruit, and should be addressed before considering more entrenched conflicts.
- Recreating the kind of Russian-American partnership that existed under Gorbachev, Reagan, and George H. W. Bush would make it much easier to settle those more entrenched conflicts, including dealing with Iran’s nuclear program.
- Most Americans are unaware of our actions that have increased Russian fears and nuclear risk. These need to be brought to the public’s attention so pressure can be brought to stop this needless, risky behavior.

**CONCLUSION**

Although the Cold War is over, many of its basic attitudes persist, limiting cooperation on non-proliferation and counter-terrorism – the two greatest threats to both Russian and American national security. These counter-productive attitudes also make the risk of a major Russian-American crisis much higher than most people realize.

To reduce the risk of major international standoffs comparable to the 1962 Cuban crisis, we need to adopt a more rational approach to national security. Considering the July 2008 Cuban Bomber Mini-Crisis described above, while Russian bombers on Cuba would be a dangerous provocation, they would have no real impact on our national security. Similarly, American missiles in Poland are a dangerous provocation, but have no real impact on Russia’s national security. Both nations need to react more rationally to such provocations. But each nation also needs to be more sensitive to how its actions will be perceived. That would avoid needless provocations that increase the risk of a nuclear disaster.

Where human survival is concerned, we cannot afford to let emotional, gut-level reactions prevail.

Because the most relevant gut-level reaction relates to whether nuclear weapons are essential for preserving the peace or will inevitably destroy civilization, an excellent first step would be for the National Research Council to assess the level of risk posed by our current nuclear strategies. If the risk is found to be unacceptable, the analysis should also identify the most likely failure mechanisms, so that ameliorative efforts can be applied where they are most effective in reducing the risk. The National Research Council stands ready to undertake such a study, but needs authorization and budgeting from Congress.\(^68\)
Most fundamentally, we need to recognize that we are still bluffing at nuclear poker and stop doing it. Only then can we start to develop true national security. Otherwise, it is only a matter of time before our bluff is called and we have to choose between the humiliation of a great nation backing down versus unleashing the horror of a nuclear holocaust.

In discovering that path to a safer future, it would help to consider the counsel of some American leaders who experienced the nuclear threat in a personal way that most of us can only imagine:

“Every man, woman and child lives under a nuclear sword of Damocles, hanging by the slenderest of threads, capable of being cut at any moment by accident, or miscalculation, or by madness. The weapons of war must be abolished before they abolish us.”
-- President John F. Kennedy, 1961

“A nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought. The only value in our two nations possessing nuclear weapons is to make sure they will never be used. But then would it not be better to do away with them entirely?”
-- President Ronald Reagan, 1984

“The one thing I convinced myself of after all these years of exposure to the use of nuclear weapons – is that they were useless. They could not be used. You can have deterrence with even lower number of weapons, but I mean why stop there? Why not continue on – why not get rid of them altogether.”
-- General Colin Powell, Former Secretary of State and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, 2010

“Once nuclear weapons are used we will be driven to take global measures to prevent it. So some of us have said, let's ask ourselves if we have to do it afterwards why don't we do it now?”
-- Henry Kissinger, National Security Adviser to Presidents Nixon and Ford, 2010


Sheldon Stern was the Historian at the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library from 1977 to 1999 and is recognized as one the world’s leading experts on deciphering the low-quality audio tapes which JFK secretly made of many meetings during his presidency. This book is derived from those tapes, and is first-hand source material.


Power was a brutal, easily angered man who struck Air Staff officers outside SAC as dim-witted and insensitive to the dilemmas that the bomb raised. Once, when Herman Kahn was briefing Power on the long-term genetic effects of nuclear weapons, Power suddenly chuckled, leaned forward in his chair and said, “You know, it's not yet been proven to me that two heads aren’t better than one.” Even Kahn was outraged, and sternly lectured Power that he should not discuss human life so cavalierly. …

[When RAND researcher William Kaufman briefed General Power on a new Air Force doctrine which held some weapons in reserve, Power retorted:] “Why do you want us to restrain ourselves? … Why are you so concerned with saving their lives? The whole idea is to kill the bastards. At the end of the war if there are two Americans and one Russian left alive, we win!”

In private correspondence, Dr. Kaplan told me that he obtained this information from direct interviews with Herman Kahn and William Kaufman.
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While the article may be factually correct, it gives the impression of naked Russian aggression by describing only the Russian attack, whereas Georgia used heavy artillery on the civilian population of South Ossetia’s capital. It also failed to mention Georgian actions which played a role in starting the war. The New York Times (http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/11/world/americas/11ihtmccain.4.15181760.html) also provided a one-sided account, never questioning whether Georgia played a role in starting the war, while quoting both Senator McCain and President Obama as condemning the
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Unpublished documents produced by the European Union commission that investigated the conflict between Georgia and Moscow assign much of the blame to Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili. But the Kremlin and Ossetian militias are also partly responsible. … a majority of members of the commission tend to arrive at the assessment that Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili started the war by attacking South Ossetia on August 7, 2008. The facts assembled on Tagliavini’s desk refute Saakashvili’s claim that his country became the innocent victim of “Russian aggression” on that day. [emphasis added]

The final report http://www.ceiig.ch/pdf/IIFFMCG_Volume_I.pdf found that both sides bore some of the blame for the war, contradicting the view held by most Americans that this was a case of naked Russian aggression.


The path of freedom you have chosen is not easy but you will not travel it alone. Americans respect your courageous choice for liberty. And as you build a free and democratic Georgia, the American people will stand with you.


The USS McFaul (DDG 74) is a huge guided missile destroyer, that was pressed into service on a humanitarian aid mission delivering supplies to the Republic of Georgia.


USS McFaul (DDG 74) pulled into the port of Batumi, Georgia, Aug. 24 to deliver humanitarian relief supplies … The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Dallas (WHEC 716) and USS Mount Whitney (LCC/JCC 20) have also on-loaded humanitarian supplies destined for Georgia. … U.S. Navy C-9, C-40 and C-130 aircraft have flown tens of thousands of hygiene kits into the country over the past week.

Several days later, a British news article (Ian Traynor, “US and Russian warships line up in dispute over Georgia,” accessible at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/aug/27/georgia.russia1) noted:

US and Russian warships took up positions in the Black Sea today in a risky war of nerves on opposing sides of the Georgia conflict. … “Let’s hope we don't see any direct confrontation,” said Dmitri Peskov, the spokesman for the Russian prime minister, Vladimir Putin, as the Russians
challenged the US policy of using military aircraft and ships to deliver relief supplies. “The decision to deliver aid using Nato battleships is something that hardly can be explained,” said Peskov. “It's not a common practice.”

Another British news article (Luke Harding, “Poti: the hottest place in the new cold war,” accessible at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/aug/28/russia.georgia) added, “Russia's president, Dmitry Medvedev, says they [the US warships] are smuggling arms to the Georgians, and the Russians have shown off five US Humvees left behind by the Americans following a recent US-Georgian military exercise.”


In August, the Georgian navy seized a Turkish tanker carrying fuel to Abkhazia, Georgia’s former province … Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili – who launched and lost a war for South Ossetia in 48 hours in August 2008 – has declared the blockade of Abkhazia, which he claims as Georgian national territory, will remain in force. … We have here the makings of a naval clash that Georgia, given Russian air, naval and land forces in the eastern Black Sea, will lose. … What is Saakashvili up to? He seems intent on provoking a new crisis to force NATO to stand with him and bring the United States in on his side – against Russia.

60. In a September 11, 2008 ABC News interview, vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin had the following exchange with ABC anchor Charlie Gibson:

GIBSON: Would you favor putting Georgia and Ukraine in NATO?

PALIN: Ukraine, definitely, yes. Yes, and Georgia. …

GIBSON: And under the NATO treaty, wouldn't we then have to go to war if Russia went into Georgia?

PALIN: Perhaps so. I mean, that is the agreement when you are a NATO ally, is if another country is attacked, you're going to be expected to be called upon and help.

In that interview, Palin also referred to Russia’s actions as “unprovoked.”


the USA began carrying out a new missile defence plan that … would eventually see the deployment of US missiles and military capability in close proximity to Russia’s borders and in the neighbouring waters. …

Rather than showing themselves willing to hear and understand our concerns over the European missile defence system at this stage, they simply repeat that these plans are not directed against Russia and that there is no point for us to be concerned … but legislators in some countries
openly state, the whole system is against Russia. … [Therefore,] I have made the following decisions:

First, I am instructing the Defence Ministry to immediately put the missile attack early warning radar station in Kaliningrad on combat alert. … Fifth, if the above measures prove insufficient, the Russian Federation will deploy modern offensive weapon systems in the west and south of the country, ensuring our ability to take out any part of the US missile defence system in Europe.


… the age of MAD is nearing an end. Today, for the first time in almost 50 years, the United States stands on the verge of attaining nuclear primacy. It will probably soon be possible for the United States to destroy the long-range nuclear arsenals of Russia or China with a first strike. … Washington's pursuit of nuclear primacy helps explain its missile-defense strategy, for example. … What both of these camps overlook is that the sort of missile defenses that the United States might plausibly deploy would be valuable primarily in an offensive context, not a defensive one - as an adjunct to a U.S. first-strike capability, not as a standalone shield.

66. One of my course notes handouts http://www-ee.stanford.edu/~hellman/sts152_02/handout06.pdf provides details, with links to sources, so individual sources are not each given here. The most important parts are in the section, “Anatomy of another near miss: The 2008 Cuban Bomber Crisis,” starting on page 6. The Izvestia article is only available in Russian, but with the help of Dr. Inna Sayfer, I was able to confirm the accuracy of the English language reports concerning it.


Section 1227 of the defense law prohibits spending any funds that would be used to give Russian officials access to sensitive missile-defense technology, as part of a cooperation agreement without first sending Congress a report identifying the specific secrets, how they would be used and steps to protect the data from compromise. … Mr. Obama said in the signing statement that he would treat the legal restrictions as “non-binding.”